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ABSTRACT
Let U be a realcompact completely regular Hausdorff space, C(U) the vector lattice of all con-
tinuous functions on (1. We consider representations of M- eminorms on C(U) (and some sub-
spaces) by semicontinuous functions on U.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let U be a topological space, E a Riesz subspace of the space C(U) of all con-
tinuous functions U + I&!. An M-seminorm  on E is a Riesz seminormp : E -+ 02
satisfying
P(f v g) = P(f) VP(g)
For f :  U-t [-cqoo]andcp: U
(f,g E E+).
+ [0, W] we write
Ilfll’ := u”:; If(u)
(with the convention 000 := 0, etc.). If fp is bounded for every f in E, then
)I [IV is an M-seminorm on E. Not all M-seminorms on Riesz spaces of con-
tinuous functions are obtainable in this fashion. (Consider U = N, E = im,
p(f)  = lim  supn -+ m If(n)/.) In this paper we show that under mild conditions
on the topology of U, all M-seminorms on C(U) and all Fatou M-seminorms
on order dense Riesz subspaces of C(U) are of the type 11 ]Jq. (Sections 2,
based on [2], and 3, based on [3], respectively.)
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Throughout, U is a topological space, C(U) the space of all continuous func-
tions on U.
Forw: U+[--m,oo],by[w>O]we denote the set {U E U : w(u) > 0). In a
similar way we write [w E Q] for {u E U : w(u) E Cl}, etc.
For terminology concerning Riesz spaces, we refer to [l] and [6], for topo-
logical notions to [4] and [5].
We need one basic fact that will occasionally allow us to consider compact
spaces only:
Theorem 1.1. Let U be a topological space that is Hau dorfl completely regular
and realcompact, and let p be a Riesz seminorm on C(U). Then there exist a
compact subset X of U and a number c E [0, m) with
P(f) 5 c.,“:P,If(x)l (f E C(U)).
This is essentially Proposition III, 3.26 in [7].
2. M-SEMINORMS ON C(U)
We first show that in order to represent an M-semi orm on a Riesz subspace E
ofC(U) as II IIv we need consider only upper semicontinuous functions cp, and
also that this restriction entails uniqueness of cp provided the domain space E is
sufficiently rich to determine the topology of U.
A function w : U + [--00, oo] is called upper (or: lower) semicontinuous (ab-
breviated: u.s.c., I.s.c.) if for every c E [w the set [f < c] (or: [f > c]) is open.
For a function w : U -+ [--00, CQ] we define functions WT and wl on U by
UT(U) := sup{inf w( V) : V c U, V open , V 3 u},
wJ(u) := inf{supw( V) : V c U, V open , V 3 u}.
Then
w t is l.s.c., w J. is U.S.C. In fact, w t is the largest 1.s.c. function that is < w, and w 1
is the smallest U.S.C. function that is 2 w. If w is continuous at some point U,
then wt(u) = W(U) = wJ(u), and both w t and wj. are continuous at u.
Lemma 2.1.
(a) Let w : U -+ [0, oo]. Then
II IT = II llwl on C(U).
(b) Let E be a Riesz ubspace of C( U) such that the sets p >0] (f E E) form a
basefor the topoIogy of U. Let cp, II,  : U + [0, W] be U.S.C. Then
Ilf II’ I Ilf II’ (f E E) - ‘p 5 +e
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Proof. (a) Takef E C(U)+. As w <wl, it suffices to prove ]]f]]” 2 ]]f]]“‘. Put
s := ]]f]]” and supposef(ue)wl(ue) > s for some uo E U; we obtain a contra-
diction as follows. Observe that s# co andf(uo) > 0. Choose a number c with
0 < c <f(uo) and wl(uo) > c-l.s. The set W := [f > c] is open and contains ~0,
so sup w(W) 2wl(uo) > c-lx Then there is a uE W with w(u) > c-is, whence
][f]]” >(~)w(u) >f(u)c-‘s 2 s. Contradiction.
(b) Suppose cp $ $,; we construct an f in E+ with ]]f]lV > ]]f]]@. Choose
uo E U and c, d E (0, CXJ)  such that cp(uo) > c > d > $(ug). By the given prop-
erty of E there exists a g in E+ with uo E [g > 0] c [$ < dj and g(uo) = 1, and
there exists an h in Ef with uo E [h > 0] c [g < d-‘c] and h(uo) = 1. Take
f := g A h. Then ]]f]]‘” >f(ue)~(u,-,) = cp(ue) > c. On the other hand, on the set
[GJ < 4 n [g < d-’ Ic we have f$ < g+ 5 gd 5 c, whereas on its complement
f = 0 since at each point either g or h vanishes. Thus, ]]f]]’ > c 2 ]]f]]‘. Cl
Comments 2.2. Consider the condition
(*) {V > 01 :f E E+] is a base for the topology of U
mentioned in (b) of the lemma.
(a) The coudition (*) implies (hence is equivalent to):
(**>
Every continuous function U -+ [0, CXJ)  is
a pointwise supremum of elements of E+.
Proof. Letf E C(U)+,UC, E U, 0 < s <f(uo). Choose any g E E+ with g(u0) =
s, and choose h E E+ with uo E [h > 0] c [g cf], h(uo) = s.
(b) In particular, (*) implies order denseness of E in C(U). This order den-
seness itself, however, is not sufficient for the conclusion of (b) of the lemma.
(Take U = [0, 11, E = {f : f(0) = j”( l)}, and let cp and 111 be the indicators of (0)
and {l}, respectively.)
(c) C(U) itself satisfies (*) if and only if U is completely regular.
The next question is, of course, if every M-seminorm p on a Riesz subspace E
of C(U) is a I( /IV. The answer is negative. We obtain a necessary and sufficient
condition as follows.
Suppose E is a Riesz subspace of C(U), and cp : U + [0, ~1 is such thatfp is
bounded for everyf E E. Then I] (1 V is an M-seminorm on E. Actually, we can
say more. Puttingp := I] Iii0 one easily sees that p has the following continuity
property:
(C)
Iff E E+, if (jJiG1 is an increasing net in E+
and if J;: + f pointwise, then p(J) -+ p(f).
Not every M-seminorm on every Riesz ubspace of C(U) is an I) Ilip, but
property (C) guarantees it is:
Lemma 2.3. Let E be a Riesz subspace of C( U), andp an M-seminorm on E with
property (C). Define cp : U ---t [0, OCR] by
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cp(u) := inf
{
1
- : g E E+,Pk) I 1
g(u) 1
(u E U).
Then cp is upper semicontinuous, andp = 1) 11’ on E.
Proof. The semicontinuity of cp is routine. If g E E+ and p(g) 5 1, then
p(u) < g(u)-’  for every so gcp < 1 and ]]g]]’ I 1. It follows that ]] ]I’ I p.
For the reverse inequality, take f E E+ and E > 0; we prove p(f) < I_L  :I
Ilfll”  + E. We already know thatf(u)cp(u) I ]]f]lV <p(f) < oc (u E U). Hence,
for every u in the set [f > 0] we have p(u) < cc so that there is a g in E+
with p(g) 5 1 and g(u)-’  < p(u) + ef(u)-‘, implying f(u) <pg(u). Thus, f is
the pointwise supremum of u A pg : g E E+,p(g)  < 1). Now, p being an
M-seminorm, Z := {g E E+ : p(g) < 1) is naturally a directed set, and
(f APg),,I is an increasing net converging to f pointwise. Then p(f) 5
SUP{P(f  A CLg)  : g E 0 I CL. fJ
For applications of this lemma we need the following observation. If (f;:)iEr is
an increasing net in C(U)+, converging pointwise to some f in C(U)‘, then for
compact X c U and E > 0 there is a j E Z with f < fi + E on X. (For a proof,
cover X by the open sets [f < 5 + E].)
Put Cc(U) := {f E C(U) : [f # O] is contained in a compact set} and
C0( U) := {f E C(U) : for every E > 0, [If I 2 E] is compact}.
Corollary 2.4. Let U be a locally compact Hauidorff  space, and p an M-semi-
norm on Cc(U) or Co(U). Then there is a unique upper semicontinuous ‘p : U -t
[O,oo) withp = II I(‘p on’ C, ( U) or CO ( U), respectively.
Proof. The uniqueness is guaranteed by Lemma 2.1 (b). For the existence, let E
be either Cc(U) or Co(U), and let (jJiEr be an increasing net in E+, converging
pointwise tof E E+. By Lemma 2.3 we are done ifp(f) 5 supiElp(f;:).
By the observation following Lemma 2.3, for every E > 0 there is ajE Z with
f <fj + E on the compact set [f > E]; then f <fj + ,fefi on all of U, so
P(f) 5 P(fi)+ &P(d) I s”Pi;lPWi> + GP(fi). q
For a compact Hausdorff space U we obtain a bijective correspondence be-
tween the M-seminorms on C(U) and the U.S.C. functions U + [b, XI), If cp, TJ
are U.S.C. functions U + [0, oo), then ‘p + $J is again u.s.c. One might expect
II 119++ to equal II (1’ + II II@. However,it follows from 5.13 in [2] that
]I ]lio + ]] ]]lL is an M-seminorm only if cp and $ are linearly dependent.
In Lemma 2.3 we may (seemingly) relax the condition on p if we restrict U:
Theorem 2.5. Assume U to be completely regular and Lindel2if:  Let E be a Riesz
subspace  of C( U) andp an M-seminorm on E with the property:
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Iff e E+, if (13~~~is an increasing sequence in Ef
and if J  + f pointwise, then p(A) --t p(f).
Then there is an upper semicontinuous cp : U -P [O,  CKJ)  withp = )) 11’ on E.
Proof. We show p to have the property (C). Let f E E+ and let (jJi,, be an
increasing net, converging tof pointwise. For each positive integer k, the open
sets If-k-’ <J] (i E I) form a covering of 17. The Lindeliif property guaran-
tees the existence of i(l), i(2), . . . E Z such that for each k, the sets If-k-’ <
fit,,] (n E N) cover U, and as the given net (j&,{is increasing, we can arrange
for i( 1) 4 i(2) + . . . . Then (j&)),E N is an increasing sequence, and & - f
pointwise. Hence,p(f) = lim,p(&)) 5 SUP~,~P(~),  so p(f;:) + p(f). 0
Comments 2.6.
(a) Every cr-Fatou M-seminorm has the property (Cg).
(b) Suppose U is not Lindeliif. There is an open cover W of U that has no
countable subcover. Let E be the space of all continuous f nctionsf on U for
which there exists a number Q(J) (necessarily unique) such that the set
[f # Q(f)] is covered by countably many sets from W. Thenft+(D(f)l is an
M-seminorm on E satisfying the condition (Co) but is no 11 II+‘.
Via the results of Section 2 we can see that, if U is not too wild, any M-semi-
norm defined on the entire space C(U) satisfies (C):
Theorem 2.7. Assume U to be completely regular and realcompact. Let p be an
M-seminorm  on C(U). Then there is a unique upper semicontinuous function
cp : U ---f  [0, ~0)  with p = 11 I(‘p on C(U). This cp is bounded and has compact
support.
Proof. Take X as in Theorem 1.1.
If m,1 is an increasing net in C(U)+, converging pointwise to some f in
C(U)‘, then it follows from the observation following Lemma 2.3, thatf;: -+ $
uniformly on X, so that p(f;-_S) + 0, and p(J) 3 p(f). Thus, Lemma 2.3 is
applicable with E = C(U). Take cp as there. Thenp(1) = IIpll,, so P is bounded.
For u E U\X  there is an f in C(U)’ with f(u) = 1, f IX = 0; then
0 = p(f) = Ilf~II,  1 f (u)cp(u)  = p(u). Thus, cp = 0 outside X.
The uniqueness part of the theorem follows from Lemma 2.1 (b).0
If U is completely regular and realcompact but not compact, then on the space
of all boundedcontinuous functions on U there always is an M-semisorm that is
noll II’.
3. FATOU M-SEMINORMS
Recall that a seminorm p on a Riesz space E isFatou if it is continuous relative
to order convergence of increasing nets in E+, i.e.:
if f E E+, if (f;:)i,r is an increasing net in Et
and if f = sup{J : i E I}, then p(A) --t p(f).
A Riesz seminorm p on E is a Fatou M-seminorm if and only if the following
holds:
iff EE+,GcE+andf =supG,
then&f) = suP,,Gdd-
Of course, if E is a Riesz subspace of C(U), then every Fatou seminorm on E
has the property (C).
Interestingly, Fatou M-seminorms on subspaces of C(U) are naturally asso-
ciated with lower semicontinuous functions:
Theorem 3.1. Let E be an order dense Riesz subspace  of C(U) and let
$I : U --)  [0, XI]  be lower semicontinuous. Assume that, for every f E E, f II, is
bounded. Then ]] ](li, is a Fatou M-seminorm.
Proof. Let G be a subset of E+ with a supremum, f, in E. Put s := supgEG \jg[/‘.
We wish to show that Ilf\l i 4 s.
Let fo be the pointwise supremum of G. Then fo$s s on all of U. By the order
denseness of E,  is the supremum of G in the sense of C(U). Hence, for E > 0
the set [f i fo + e] is dense in U. But If 5 fo + E] c [(f - e)+1C, <fo$]  c
Kf - 4++ I s], and the latter set is closed. It follows that (f - &)+$I 5 s
everywhere on U, for every E > 0. Then f $5 s, and II f ]]$ 5 s. 0
In Section 2 we have introduced operators r and 1, and seen that, for
w : U --) [-cqoo], WT is the largest 1.s.c. function below , whereas wl is the
smallest U.S.C. function above w. Let us call a function II, : U --+ [--00,  XJ] reguIar
I.s.c. if II, = pf for some U.S.C. function cp, and let us call cp : U -+ [--00,  XI] reg-
ular U.S.C.  if cp = $1 for some 1.s.c. T./J. Then for any w : U + [-CO, CO], w./,  t is
regular l.s.c., w Jt is regular U.S.C. The formulas
cp=til, +=cpt
describe a one-to-one correspondence between the regular 1.s.c. functions $
and the regular U.S.C. functions cp.
In the situation of Theorem 3.1 we have II I[$ = II lIti’ (see Lemma 2.1 (a)):
the Fatou M-seminorm 11 11’ is connected with a regular U.S.C. function, viz.,
$ j.. More generally:
Theorem 3.2. Let E be an order dense Riesz  subspace  of C( U). Then the formula
P= II IY
establishes a bijective correspondence between the Fatou M-seminorms p on E and
the regular upper semicontinuousfunctions cp : U + [0, m] with the property that
f rp is boundedfor allf  E E.
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Proof.
(I) Let cp be regular U.S.C. and let f’p be bounded for all f in E. Putting
+ := qt we have cp = $1 and therefore ]] ]]lp =,]I I]$. (Lemma 2.1 (a)). Then,
by Lemma 3.1, ]I I] 1p is a Fatou M-seminorm
(II) Let p be a Fatou M-seminorm on E. Then p has the property (C), so
Lemma 2.3 is applicable. Define cp as was done there, and set + := cpf. The
function $J. is regular u.s.c.; we prove p = 1) lItit on E. As $ 5 $15 cpl=.cp
and I] ]I9 =p on E, it suffices to show thatp < I] I]$ on E.
Let f E E+, E > 0; we prove p(f) I Ilfljq + E. The (bounded) functions f cp
and f 11, are U.S.C. and I.s.c., respectively. It follows that the set
w := Ifq <f$J+E]
is open in U. It is also dense. Indeed, let V b  a nonempty open subset of U; we
show that V n W # 4. Without restriction, assume V c [f < CX] for some
positive number cr. By the definition of “7 “, for every w E F/ we have
cpf(v) 2 inf cp( V); so if we choose 21 in V with cp(v) < inf cp( V) + a-‘~,
then we have cp(v) I q?(v) +(Y-~E = $(zJ) + Q-I&, whence ZI E W.
W being open and dense in U, we havef = sup{g : g E C( U)+,g <f 1 W} =
sup{g : g E E+,g Lf lw}, E being order dense. Then
p(f) = w{pk> : g E E+,g Iflw) =
= sup{llwll~ : g E E+,g Iflw) I
5 Ilfb4l, I Ilfti+4l, I Ilf~ll, + E.
(III) To conclude our proof, suppose Q and p are regular U.S.C. functions
u --) [O, ccl and IHa = MB < 00 for all g in E; we prove a = ,8. The Riesz
ideal F of C(U), generated by E, has the density property described in Lemma
2.1 (b). Forf E F+ we havef = sup{g : g E E+,g If). As ]I ]](L and (1 [lb are
Fatou seminorms on F (Part (I) of this proof) and I] ]la = I] Ijp on E, it fol-
lows that ]I (](2 = ]I ]Ip on F, whence CY = p according to Lemma 2.1 (b).Cl
On extremally disconnected topological spaces, regular semicontinuous func-
tions are continuous. This observation leads to:
Theorem 3.3. Let U be an extremally disconnected compact Hausdor-space, E
an order dense Riesz subspace of C” (U), p a Fatou A4-seminorm on E. Then there
exists a (unique) cp E C”“(U)’ with
P(f) = Ilfvll, (f E Jv
Proof. EO := E n C(U) is an order dense Riesz subspace of C(U), so there ex-
ists a regular 1.s.c. cp : U -+ [O,CG] such that p(f) = IlfvII, (f E &). By [S],
V.l.l, cp is continuous.
For any f E E we have . I f I = sup{g : g E E+,g I 1 f I} whence p(f) =
sup@(g) : g E E+,g 5 If 1) = IIf&- •I
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Corollary 3.4. Let p be a Fatou M-norm on a Riesz space E. Then there exist an
extremally disconnected compact Hausdorflspace U and a Riesz isomorphism
f of of E onto an order dense Riesz subspace  of C( U) with
P(f) = Ilill, (f E -9
Proof. By the Maeda-Ogasawara Representation Theorem (Theorem 50.8 in
[6]) we may assume that E actually is an order dense Riesz subspace of C”(U)
for some extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space U. Let cp be as in
Theorem 3.3. As p is a norm, the set [‘p #0] has empty interior, so the multi-
plication map g H gcp is a Riesz isomorphism C (U) + C”(U). Put f := fp
(f EE). q
Comments 3.5.
(a) A standard argument shows that U is essentially unique.
(b) It is well known that every Riesz space with an M-norm can be iso-
metrically embedded in C(U) for some compact Hausdorff space U. Without
the Fatou property, however, the embedding will not be order dense.
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